The theoretical principles of forming the model of training law students in using information technologies in professional occupation

Efficiency and quality of fulfilling the professional tasks by the lawyers, as it is proved by research, greatly depend on the quality of training the law students in using Information Technologies (IT) in professional activities during their study in the establishments of higher education. After invention of IT the work of the modern man of law changed dramatically. Using IT allows to save the time of performing, makes the work of the lawyer more effective, taking upon itself the main part of routine loading. In our days confident mastery of IT, especially skills in setting up documents and using informational legal systems, has become a standard of quality of the graduates of law faculties of the establishments of higher education.
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Present-day professional training of the lawyers in the establishments of higher education consists of four compulsory sets of subjects (Picture 1) [4].

In professional training one can distinguish such generalizing components:
– theoretical competence;
– practical competence.

It can be reflected with the scheme (Pic. 2):
– Theoretical qualification means professional competences, which include: participation in working out drafts of laws, bylaws and legal acts; implementation of law enforcement in practical actions of sectoral, functional and territorial executive authorities; principles of general humanities, socio-economic, mathematical and natural sciences and ability of implementing them in their practical activity; nature, substance and meaning of legal and economic culture of the lawyer; nature and substance of general professional and special subjects; having sound knowledge in economic, civil, criminal, and administrative law; detailed knowledge of legislation; common knowledge in the fields of law, contiguous to the specialization; profound knowledge of practical aspects of implementing various fields of law, basic knowledge of accounting and tax law.
– Practical preparedness – skills in working out legal documents, carrying out legal examination of regulations, drawing professional legal conclusions and consulting, professional conducting suits, successful considering complaints and their handling, designing treaties (depending on specialization), competent analyzing founding documents; having broad legal outlook, fluency in foreign languages; ability for carrying out complete legal commission of a company (operations, treaties, licensing and conciliative documentation with state bodies, commissioning), getting ready regulatory and legal documents according to the functional duties of the lawyer as an office-holder; prompt and effective orientating in a new legal situation; systematic improving professional skills, studying legislation and practice of its implementation, orienting in special literature.

Pic. 1. Components of professional training the lawyers

Pic. 2. Basic components of modern lawyer’s competence
The problem of forming the competence of the modern lawyer means the necessity of choosing pedagogical and technical provision of teaching and educational process at the corresponding faculties of the establishments of higher education. The mentioned above is carried out with the aim of search and application of innovative technologies – effective ways, methods and means.

The pivot of introducing innovative technologies in teaching and educational process is to be formed with the liberal paradigm, filled with the new content, based on the idea, centered round personality and individuality. This idea, on the one hand, envisages, as S.K. Bostan and L.M. Bostan claim, understanding the nature of people’s existence, the value of life, personal responsibility for world, society, own activity, and, on the other hand, creating the conditions for training a young person for life and professional activity under the conditions of creating a civil society – a society of knowledge [1].

However, carrying out this idea in higher legal education is only possible provided there exists understanding the fact, that in the modern globalized informational world legal education is called not to only create competence, but also to contribute to developing the personality, responsible, first of all, for its own activity. Achieving this aim is possible under the condition of well-organized educational environment, which is to be grounded on the system approach, based on the innovative technologies both in the contents of education and the forms of its receiving. It can be attained under such conditions [1]:

– introducing innovative educational technologies into educational process:

● using innovative educational technologies in the junior years of studying at the establishments of higher education, aimed at forming, together with other important qualities, motivation to continuous studying and professional occupation;

● using innovative educational technologies in the senior years of studying, mostly aimed at forming conscience of a personality with democratic world outlook, creating knowledge, abilities and skills of using IT for further professional activity; forming informational-communicative skills of intercourse with various categories of citizens;

– it is reasonable to direct introducing innovative educational technologies into professional training of scientific-pedagogical staff (holders of master’s degrees, postgraduate students) to form the consciousness of lawyers-scientists, lawyers-pedagogues, responsible for their own discoveries and introducing them into production or teaching process; ability to use innovative technologies with the aim of their further implementation in the scientific and professional activity;

– implementation of innovative educational technologies into the teaching practice of teachers-lawyers, especially through forming the skills of mastering innovational teaching technologies for their use in scientific and pedagogical activities.

Still, agreeing with the authors concerning the fundamental humanist paradigm, based upon the idea of person-centrism, we consider it to be necessary to amplify their conception. It is caused by the needs, resulting from continuous development of information society.

For instance, we agree with O.O. Denisova’s comment about the necessity for a lawyer to know how to use IT in his work and what judicial information systems have already been created and implemented. But wherever the lawyer is going to work, he needs common knowledge of IT, of the tendencies of computerization and informatisation, of information systems of enterprises, banks, public authorities, etc. Without it a lawyer cannot efficiently perform his duties and functions [2].

In addition, we support O.K. Golichenkov’s idea of objectivity of the quality of knowledge, including knowledge in the establishments of higher education. This category has both internal and external components [3].

Internal components of quality mostly characterize the work within the establishments of higher education. They permit to draw conclusions about the ability of the establishments of higher education to train a lawyer with certain competences. The scientist refers to them:

– teaching staff’s qualification;

– methodical support of the educational process: first of all, availability of syllabus, curriculums, textbooks, manuals, educational trajectories, technologies of high quality in the particular establishment of higher education; this set is to correspond to the educational standards and traditions of this establishment of higher education;

– level of the material and technical basis (libraries, including electronic resources, situational halls, multimedia equipment, reference searching systems in legislation, etc.);

– integration of legal education and legal science;

– integration of legal education and practice;

– integration of national and European (world) education in functioning of a particular establishment of higher education.

External (with respect to the institute of higher education) components of quality, which characterize, mostly, general policy and particular work of the state and society aimed at the proper support of the institute of higher education.

– In the first place, it means the presence of the system of selecting those, who enter the institute of
higher education, ensuring equal access to legal education.
– In the second place, examining the level of “output” proficiency of the graduates (independent evaluating the quality – state “external” qualification exams).
– In the third place, retraining the legal staff.

We suggest such an addition to the internal factors:
– level of technical support (modern IT-devices and gadgets, which can be used by a lawyer in his professional activity);
– level of software or high quality access to its electronic version, including on-line (information legal systems, inquiry legal systems, specialized basis and data banks, digital educational resources, electronic teaching means, electronic means of applied legal function, etc.);
– integration of legal education, information technologies and foreign languages;
– integration of legal education and practice, information technologies and foreign languages.

External factors of the quality of training the lawyers can be supplemented with the following:
– compulsory external independent examining the would-be students in information technologies (unfortunately, it is not provided on the state level);
– estimating the level of integration of legal education, information technologies and foreign languages;
– compulsory estimating the level of IT competence of the graduates of the establishments of higher education (it is not provided on the state level yet);

Summing it up, we suggest a purpose-oriented pattern of professional training the would-be lawyers. This model embraces:
– the function of qualitative characteristics of the components of legal education (the arguments are the profession competence of scientific pedagogical staff, quality of the syllabus and competence of the students; infrastructure and educational environment);
– psychophysiological, physical and personal qualities of the specialist;
– indispensable set of professional competences,
– the system of professional training, containing theoretical, psychological, pedagogical and practical constituents.

In the conclusion to the investigation we see the necessity of adding such components to the pattern formed:
– indispensable set of professional competences and competences in information technologies;
– the system of professional training, which carries theoretical, psychological, pedagogical and practical components, and the system of training in the sphere of IT, which contains, correspondingly, theoretical, psychological, pedagogical and practical components.

It is important, that the purpose-oriented pattern of professional training of a lawyer can be modified, if the mentioned additions are made. Now it can be considered to be a design model of professional training the modern lawyer, whose professional qualities will be supplemented with the qualities, formed as the result of training in using IT in the future professional activity (Pic. 3).

Conclusion. Creating the design pattern of professional training of a future lawyer will enable us to maximum draw the content and process of learning activity of the students nearer to their future pro-
fession. Creating corresponding pedagogical conditions of the dynamic development of the students’ activity from educational to professional one with the corresponding change of requirements and motives, aims, actions, means and results in the process of professional training future lawyers has considerable potential in improving the quality of training specialists.
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Одним з рівноправних компонентів системи професійно-методичної підготовки, поряд з іншими її ланками – цілями, змістом, формами, методами, діяльністю викладача і студентів, – є засоби навчання. Застосування засобів навчання значно оптимізує навчальний процес і є одним з факторів, що сприяють економії часу, передачі великої обсягу інформації за порівняно короткий час, ефективної організації наукової діяльності студентів.

Засобами педагогічної діяльності, на думку I. Зимньої [1], є наукові (теоретичні та емпірічні) знання, за допомогою їх на основі яких формується тезаурус майбутнього фахівця. Засоби навчання в дослідженнях багатьох учених розглядаються як джерело отримання знань, формування вмінь.

Застосування системного підходу вимагає вирішувати дидактичні проблеми шляхом управління навчальним процесом з точно визначеною метою, досягнення якої має піддаватися чіткому опису й визначенню, саме тому визначення й класифікація засобів навчання, на думку багатьох авторів, грунтуються на розгляда навчання